A2Z Smart Technologies (NASDAQ: AZ)
specializes in state-of-the-art automation
and electronics technology highlighted by
its industry leading Cust2Mate Smart Cart
solution.
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Revolutionizing the In-store
Shopping Experience
Customer Experience
Custom-built proprietary touch screen automatically scans
items as they are placed in the cart and directs customers
to in-store promotions/discounts
On-cart weighing system processes produce and bulk
items
Customer preferences recorded for future shopping trips;
data stays with the customer
Mobile Self Checkout
On-cart payment capability allows shoppers to bypass
checkout lines; saves time for consumers and lowers labor
expenses for retailers
Smart Gates prevent carts from leaving premises without
payment
Security
Cust2Mate utilizes advanced computer vision, an anti-fraud
weighing system, and barcode scanning to ensure a secure,
tamperproof solution for retailers

Customer/Pilot Expansion
Morton Williams
10.21: Announced NY pilots

Yochananof
3.21: Announced first
commercial customer; major
retailer in Israel; first order of
$6M currently being filled

Chedraui
2.22: Announced Mexico pilots

Evergreen Kosher
12.21: Announced NY/NJ pilots

Scaling Manufacturing
Flex Partnership
Provides state-of-the-art logistics, manufacturing and supply
chain capabilities to meet rising Cust2Mate demand as the
Company scales operations globally
Acquired Isramat Ltd.
Acquisition of Isramat vertically integrates manufacturing
capabilities and complements Flex

"The advanced manufacturing, logistics
and shipping capabilities that Flex
offers could be leveraged by A2Z to
initiate pilot programs with minimal
downtime and expedite the delivery of
the Cust2Mate Smart Cart Platform to
customers anywhere in the world.” Benstur Joseph, CEO A2Z

Key Management from NCR
Rafael Yam, CEO Cust2Mate
Former Head of NCR Israel Software Development and Business Unit for six years
Brought 20+ senior staff from NCR who share his vision for Cust2Mates potential to disrupt
the retail marketplace
Integrated established NcR POS system into the Cust2Mate design

SaaS/PaaS Revenue Model

Marketing Solutions
Platform design allows for
integrative solutions, including:
Targeted Coupons
Advertisements
Loyalty Programs

Hardware Revenue (PaaS)
Flexible offerings - direct
purchase or lease
~$100 per cart per month
and/or revenue share model
Software Sales (SaaS)

Offering retail software solutions to assist with invoicing,
inventory, customer habits and detailed business trends
>$150 per cart per month in SaaS revenue

Attractive Market Opportunity

Global Food & Grocery retail market expected to grow
at a CAGR of 5% to $17.3 trillion by 2027 1
2
32% of shoppers first priority is time spent in store

1 Grandview research
2 Anyline study
Certain written and oral statements made by us may constitute "forward-looking statements" as defined in the Private Securities Litigation
Reform Act of 1995 (the "Reform Act"). Forward-looking statements are identified by such words and phrases as "we expect," "expected to,"
"estimates," "estimated," "current outlook," "we look forward to," "would equate to," "projects," "projections," "projected to be," "anticipates,"
"anticipated," "we believe," "could be," and other similar phrases. All statements addressing operating performance, events, or developments
that we expect or anticipate will occur in the future, including statements relating to revenue growth, earnings earnings-per-share growth, or
similar projections, are forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Reform Act. They are forward-looking, and they should be
evaluated in light of important risk factors that could cause our actual results to differ materially from our anticipated results. The
information provided in this document is based upon the facts and circumstances known as this time. We undertake no obligation to update
these forward-looking statements after the date of this presentation.
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